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Hello Volunteer Equipper,  

Introduction to the Volunteer Life Cycle is the result of over a year of work by LOTS of people who are 
passionate about understanding how to find, win, keep, and lift volunteers in YFC ministry.   

Seventy-five years into this mission and volunteer leaders have never been more important than they 
are right now.  In fact, we know that they are the key to introducing more lost kids to Jesus. 

We hope you will find this reference helpful as you discover and implement a life cycle for all your 
volunteers.  Before you dive in, would you stop and pray that God would even now be working to 
bring the workers into the field that is your city, community, and campuses?  Please keep praying (you 
will see it is part of the life cycle) as you are entrusted with new ministry leaders. 

The best use of this resource is to keep it fresh in front of you and to direct your steps.  Every leader is 
unique.  This will help you remember they each have a story, a calling, and each need to be equipped 
and celebrated in specific ways. 

We also encourage you to spend some time in the first pages that talk about the biblical perspective 
and purpose of volunteer leaders.  We are convinced this will encourage you when recruitment does 
not go as planned or investing in volunteer leaders feels too time consuming.  Keep going.  It is the 
way Jesus did ministry. 

If you have any questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to connect with us at training@yfc.net 
– this is only the beginning of our focus on volunteers and we have much to learn together. 

Grateful for the way you are living out the call on your life and the kids who will meet Jesus because of 
your efforts. 

 

 

 

Eric Kelly   

Director of Volunteer Engagement 

Leadership Development YFC USA 
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BIBLICAL PHILOSOPHY FOR TEAMS 

Spend some time reflecting on these passages with your current staff. Ask these questions:  

• How is our ministry like what we read in the scripture?  

• What needs to change?  

• What is God’s image of ministry teams as seen in the Bible? 

GOD CHOSE TO INVOLVE PEOPLE TO ACCOMPLISH HIS WORK 

Genesis 1:28 

God blessed them and said to them, “Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. 
Rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature that moves on the 
ground.” 

Ephesians 4:16 

From him the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds 
itself up in love, as each part does its work. 

GOD DOES NOT WANT US TO SERVE HIS PEOPLE ALONE 

Exodus 18:17  

"This is not good!" His father-in-law exclaimed. “You are going to wear yourself out-and the people 
too. This job is too heavy for you to handle all by yourself. "    

Exodus 18:21-23 

Find some capable, honest men who fear God and hate bribes.  Appoint them as judges over groups 
of one thousand, one hundred, fifty, and ten.  These men can serve the people, resolving all the 
ordinary cases.  They will help you carry the load, making the task easier for you.  If you follow this 
advice and if God directs you to do so, then you will be able to endure the pressures, and all these 
people will go home in peace. 

GOD CALLS ALL CHRIST FOLLOWERS TO THE MINISTRY OF 
RECONCILIATION ON HIS BEHALF  

2 Corinthians 5:17-20 

Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come:  The old has gone, the new is here! All this 
is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave us the ministry of 
reconciliation:  that God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting people’s sins 
against them. And he has committed to us the message of reconciliation. We are therefore Christ’s 
ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through us. We implore you on Christ’s behalf: 
Be reconciled to God.  
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GOD HAS EMPOWERED ALL CHRIST FOLLOWERS TO DO HIS WORK 
THROUGH THE MINISTRY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT AND THE GIVING OF 
SPIRITUAL GIFTS 

I Peter 4:9-11 

Offer hospitality to one another without grumbling. Each of you should use whatever gift you have 
received to serve others, as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms.  If anyone speaks, they 
should do so as one who speaks the very words of God. If anyone serves, they should do so with the 
strength God provides, so that in all things God may be praised through Jesus Christ. To him be the 
glory and the power for ever and ever. Amen. 
 

Hebrews 13:21 

[God] equip you with everything good for doing his will, and may he work in us what is pleasing to 
him, through Jesus Christ, to whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen. 

 

GOD CALLS ALL TO A POSTURE OF SERVANTHOOD IN HIS KINGDOM 

Philippians 2:3-5 

Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others above yourselves, 
not looking to your own interests but each of you to the interests of the others. 

In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset as Christ Jesus: 

GOD SEES ALL SERVICE FOR HIM AS IMPORTANT MINISTRY 

I Corinthians 12:21-26 

The eye cannot say to the hand, “I don’t need you!” And the head cannot say to the feet, “I don’t need 
you!” On the contrary, those parts of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, and the parts 
that we think are less honorable we treat with special honor. And the parts that are unpresentable are 
treated with special modesty, while our presentable parts need no special treatment. But God has put 
the body together, giving greater honor to the parts that lacked it, so that there should be no division 
in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each other. If one part suffers, every part 
suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part rejoices with it. 

GOD HAS POSITIONED SOME TO FOCUS ON EQUIPPING THE BODY OF 
CHRIST FOR THE WORKS OF SERVICE 

Ephesians 4:11-12 

So, Christ himself gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the pastors and teachers, to equip 
his people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up 
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YFC IS A GREAT PLACE, BUT NOT THE ONLY PLACE, FOR CHRIST 
FOLLOWERS TO WALK OUT THEIR MINISTRY TO OTHERS 

John 17:20-23 

“My prayer is not for them alone. I pray also for those who will believe in me through their 
message, that all of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you. May they also be in 
us so that the world may believe that you have sent me. I have given them the glory that you gave 
me, that they may be one as we are one— I in them and you in me—so that they may be brought to 
complete unity. Then the world will know that you sent me and have loved them even as you have 
loved me. 

Ephesians 4:15-16 

Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will grow to become in every respect the mature body of him 
who is the head, that is, Christ. From him the whole body, joined and held together by every 
supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work. 
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Why a Volunteer Life Cycle is Needed 
There are hundreds of small things that someone could concentrate on to make a volunteer’s 
experience better in YFC. Often leaders will get motivated about one area or one series of 
critical tasks that they can improve related to volunteers. It is always good for us to look 
for ways to improve a volunteer’s overall experience and participation in the mission. 
However, we can sometimes be less effective in our efforts if we don’t first look at the 
wider view before narrowing in on key tasks, practices or resources for volunteers. Our 
work around determining a healthy volunteer life cycle serves this overarching need. It allows 
us to look at the full spectrum of involvement around a volunteer’s connection to our movement 
and then dive deeper into each of the parts.  
 
A Volunteer Life Cycle is a series of stages a volunteer passes through during their lifetime 
inside our organization.  
 
It allows us to think about each part of their journey, the various details that are important and 
ultimately the practices YFC should leverage to allow for the best results missionally. 
 
Volunteer Life Cycle Framework 
We gleaned immense perspective from inside and outside of YFC as it relates to a volunteer life cycle. 
This led us to a strategic decision: to adopt the same high-level life cycle framework as our current 
donor life cycle in YFC. Find, Win, Keep, Lift is simple, memorable and most importantly effective for 
our needs. 
 
This life cycle framework provided several direct benefits. First, it gives quick intuitive clarity toward the 
intent of each part. Second, it is familiar and well received in its current use around donors. Third, we 
believe it provides significant strategic value in shared work between the donor and volunteer life 
cycle. There are portions of the life cycle where we can do the same or similar work to find or keep 
both donors and volunteers. This allows us to ensure less duplication and more aligned efforts for our 
staff. Lastly, this allows for fresh words that breathe life into a new era of volunteer development. 
 
It is important to note that while the high-level framework is the same, the sub parts and segmentation 
related to the volunteer life cycle are similar but different in order to build out precise strategies for 
volunteers in our movement. The following pages and images will provide additional clarity to the 
overall design and intent. This life cycle framework allows us to build out key processes and best 
practices with indicators of success. Those thoughtful processes, practices and metrics give us clarity 
so we can in turn find the appropriate systems to support this work on the whole. 
 
As we have worked to build out the life cycle, we have developed a series of images that visually 
depict the movement and development of people, as well as, the segmentation of volunteer roles 
within the life cycle. The purpose of these images is to bring clarity and understanding to the life 
cycle as a whole. The next several pages display these images related to the life cycle design. 
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Image 1: Simple Life Cycle with Sub Categories and People Movement. 

 

 
 
Image 1 is a simple representation of the life cycle and shows the following: 

• A natural and continuous flow of each main category (Find to Win to Keep to Lift, and back into 
Find). 

• The introduction of subcategories which lay out the movement and engagement processes of 
staff within the life cycle (Pray, Plan, Inspire, Invite, Screen, Onboard, Engage, Equip, 
Celebrate, Empower, Multiply, Advance). 

• The desired movement of people (volunteers) within the life cycle (Stranger to Prospect, 
Prospect to Participant, Participant to Contributor, and Contributor to Multiplier). 
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Image 2: Detailed Life Cycle with Segmentation of Volunteer Roles 

 

 

 
 
Image 2 gives a more detailed version of the volunteer life cycle including the segmentation of 
volunteer roles in order to build out precise strategies for every volunteer in our movement. It also 
addresses key areas (Best Practice Strategies, Key Performance Indicators, System Solutions) to filter 
each subcategory and segmentation of volunteer roles through. For example, as seen in graphic 
above, filter each subject through “Ministry”, then “Young Leaders”, and so on in order to build out 
specific tasks to address during each segment of the life cycle.    
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Image 3: Language and Definitions of Subcategories. 

 

 

 

 
The purpose of Image 3 is to give concise language to each subcategory in order to clearly define the 
intended function and implementation of each. 
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People Movement 
We believe the visual representation of people movement is an important addition that details the 
desired progression of a volunteer’s level of engagement and development throughout the life cycle. 
Identifying the progression of a volunteer throughout the life cycle is key to understanding the life 
cycles intended purpose and desired outcome. Here is a brief explanation of the people movement 
progression. 
 
Stranger to Prospect | Prospect to Participant | Participant to Contributor | Contributor to Multiplier 
 
 
Stranger to Prospect 
An individual will most likely enter the life cycle as a Stranger (one who is either unknown, or simply 
unfamiliar with the mission and work of Youth For Christ). Through determined best practices within 
the Find area, we seek to move an individual from being a Stranger to becoming a Prospect (one with 
the possibility or likelihood of future involvement). Having identified these prospects, the goal 
becomes moving them to a place of participation. 
 
Prospect to Participant 
Through determined best practices within the Win area of the life cycle, we seek to move a Prospect to 
becoming a Participant (one who begins to take part in the work of Youth For Christ). This process 
begins with the communication of clear expectations and the extension of a personal invitation. The 
Prospect is then vetted through a determined screening process, per YFC Safety Standards. Once 
cleared, a Prospect is given the necessary organizational training to then become a Participant in the 
mission of YFC.  
 
Participant to Contributor 
Through determined best practices in the Keep area, we seek to move a Participant (initial 
involvement) to becoming a Contributor (one who engages at a deeper level and helps to cause or 
bring about a desired outcome). Contributors increase our impact and in doing so, they move the 
mission forward. 

Contributor to Multiplier  
Multipliers increase their impact in number or quantity, and in doing so, they move the mission 
forward. 
 
 
Subcategories 
In our expansion of the four main areas, we have broken down each of them into three subcategories 
(see image 3 for definitions of each subcategory and the detailed write up of each area of the life cycle 
in the coming pages). 

• FIND: Pray, Plan, Inspire 
• WIN: Invite, Screen, Onboard 
• KEEP: Engage, Equip, Celebrate 
• LIFT: Empower, Multiply, Advance 
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Key Indicators for Assessing Your Volunteer Life Cycle 
While each section of the Volunteer Life Cycle will have various performance indicators and metrics to 
provide important guiding information there are a few high-level indicators that will show if the 
volunteer life cycle is headed in a positive direction. 
 

• Churn Rate: number of volunteers who become inactive over the course of a fiscal year. 
• New Volunteers Placed: number of new volunteers placed (added) in the mission over the 

course of a fiscal year. 
• Retention Rate: total unique active volunteers at end of fiscal year (i.e. June 2019) that were 

also active at beginning of fiscal year (i.e. July 2018) divided by total unique active volunteers 
at the start of fiscal year (i.e. July 2018) x 100 = retention percentage. 

 
The overall goal is to have positive growth (more volunteers are added than those who are leaving our 
organization.) The above high-level indicators are great to look at annually but could also be helpful in 
shorter time frames especially as the size of the active volunteer pool grows (twice a year, quarterly, 
etc.). It would also be important to view these metrics for unique volunteer positions or segmentations 
(i.e. focus on retention rate for ministry volunteers alone). 
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Overview of the Life Cycle Parts:   
Find, Win, Keep, Lift 
 
 
FIND 
The reality is that very few volunteers will simply fall into an organization's lap; therefore, finding 
volunteers requires an intentional, strategic, and prayerful approach. The focus of the FIND area is to 
begin the process of engagement with individuals who are either unaware or unfamiliar with our 
mission, in hopes of moving them to become people who are inspired and interested in potential 
involvement. This process requires consistency in prayer, communication, and cultivation of interest. 
 
 
Key Parts and Considerations 

• The life cycle within the FIND area is broken down into 3 subcategories: Pray, Plan, and 
Inspire. 
 

• The focus of prayer within the FIND area is to specifically engage others in the practice of 
praying for more workers in the harvest. 

• While the emphasis of a prayer approach begins in the FIND area of the life cycle, it should be 
noted that a consistent prayer approach should remain present throughout the entirety of the 
life cycle. 

• An overall assessment of the organization's current volunteer needs. 
 

• Determining the audience (strategies of engagement for churches, colleges, various age 
groups, etc.) 

• An intentional, consistent, and creative approach to presenting the organizational mission and 
engagement opportunities. 

• Primary goal is not simply the dissemination of information; rather, the overall aim of our 
communication strategy is to compel hearts and cultivate interest. 

• There may be significant strategic value in shared work between the donor life cycle and the 
volunteer life cycle in the FIND area. Similar strategies could be explored that may avoid 
duplication and ensure more strategic work for staff. 
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WIN 
Once individuals who are aware of and inspired by the work of Youth For Christ are identified, it 
becomes natural to invite them to become involved. The focus of the WIN area is to identify those with 
genuine interest (prospects), determine any barriers to potential involvement, and move them to 
official volunteer status (participant). This process begins with a personal invite and verbal 
commitment, moves through the screening process, and ends with the necessary organizational 
training to begin volunteering. 
 
 
Key Parts and Considerations 

• The life cycle within the WIN area is broken down into 3 subcategories: Invite, Screen, and 
Onboard. 

• A primary focus to identify those who have been inspired and personally ask them to begin the 
process towards participation in the mission. 

• The inviting process involves the clear communication of expectations which requires written 
and well thought out job descriptions for individual volunteer roles. 
 

• Individual/personal asks for involvement are significantly more effective than impersonal/large 
group asks (mailings, emails, events, etc.) 

• A primary focus on identifying any potential barriers to the involvement of a prospective 
volunteer. 

• Through determined best practices within the YFC screening process, prospective volunteers 
will be properly vetted. 

• Those that do not meet all screening standards (not cleared) will exit the life cycle at this point. 
 

• A primary focus to provide “cleared” prospects the necessary organizational training to begin 
participation. 

• This initial training is intended to provide new volunteers a deeper vision as well as the 
necessary information to effectively integrate into the mission of YFC. 

• There should be a natural bridge between onboarding and ongoing training. 
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KEEP 
Volunteer turnover is regarded as a significant challenge for nonprofits and other organizations. The 
focus of KEEP within the Volunteer Life Cycle is to proactively implement best practices and strategies 
that lead not only to significant retention of volunteers, but to greater involvement as well. In this area 
of the Volunteer Life Cycle we work to create a culture where a volunteer’s personal growth is 
prioritized, their leadership development is addressed, and their contributions to the organization are 
recognized. A culture that cultivates these practices will naturally lead to greater motivation and 
continued involvement. 
 
 
Key Parts and Considerations 

• The life cycle within the KEEP area is broken down into 3 subcategories: Engage, Equip, and 
Celebrate. 

• A primary focus to connect volunteers in key individual and team relationships that enhance 
personal growth and ministry development. 

• An intentional consideration of what healthy oversight and supervision of each volunteer looks 
like. 

• The cultivation of a missional community, where desired outcomes come through relational 
connection and common service, is emphasized. 

• Focused attention on consistent communication, and thoughtful communication from the 
various levels of the organization (nationally, regionally, chapter, site). 

• A primary focus to provide the ongoing training and resources necessary for a volunteer’s 
long-term growth and success. 

• Create a culture where volunteers are acknowledged and appreciated for their contributions. 
A culture of recognition communicates value and validates their role within the organization. 
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LIFT 
As a volunteer learns and grows within their current role, the focus of the LIFT area in the Volunteer Life 
Cycle becomes a purposeful transition of volunteers into new roles and responsibilities that lead to a 
multiplication of laborers and thereby an increase in impact. In some cases, as a person displays 
proficiency as a leader and multiplier, we may consider moving them to other areas of leadership 
within the organization. 
 
 
Key Parts and Considerations 

• The life cycle within the LIFT area is broken down into subcategories: Empower, Multiply, 
and Advance. 
 

• The focus of empowerment in the LIFT area of the life cycle is to give volunteers the freedom 
and authority to move the mission of YFC forward. 

• Identifying volunteers who have developed a competency in their role, and a propensity to 
lead. 

• Considering how to create clear pipeline for developing young leaders to continue to advance 
into adult volunteer and/or staff roles. 

• Engaging these volunteers in the recruiting of other volunteers (FIND connection) 
 

• Advancing is not always a positional transition and not always a move outside of the volunteer 
life cycle. Sometimes involves only a shift in responsibility. 

• In some cases, as a person displays proficiency as a leader and multiplier, we may consider 
moving them to other areas of leadership within the organization. 
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Exiting the Volunteer Life Cycle 
In building out the volunteer life cycle, it became clear that there are specific points where an 
individual may exit the life cycle for various reasons. It was therefore necessary to identify and address 
these possible points of exit in order to determine best practices and strategies for addressing why 
they exit, proper responses following an exit, and preventative measures to unnecessary exits. The 
image below is designed to visually express these points of exit within the life cycle. 
 

 
 
The first point of exit addressed is within the WIN area of the life cycle. The screening process provides 
a natural point where individuals are either “cleared” and able to continue on within the life cycle, or 
“not cleared” and thereby required to exit the life cycle. 
 
The next point of exit is found within the KEEP area of the life cycle. Within this area, volunteers may 
exit for what may be determined as a positive or negative reason. An example of a positive reason for 
exiting the life cycle might be a volunteer that experiences life change such as a new baby, or a 
potential move. It will be important to utilize best practices on ways to engage volunteers who 
offboard in this manner, understanding that there may be opportunity to re-engage them in the life 
cycle at a later time. 
 
It is understood that volunteers may also exit the life cycle for negative reasons as well. These negative 
reasons can either be a result of poor decisions on the part of the volunteer (i.e. inappropriate 
behavior with students), or a negative volunteer experience due to a lack of engagement, equipping, 
and appreciation provided by a leader. These negative reasons for exit should again lead us to 
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determine best practices and strategies for offboarding. For example, if it is perceived that volunteers 
are exiting due to a negative volunteer experience, it may be determined that exit interviews are a best 
practice in order to identify patterns of exit and thereby prevent further exits for that same reason. 
 
The final point of exit addressed is found within the LIFT area of the life cycle. This point of exit is due 
to an individual transitioning into a new role that falls outside of the realm of a volunteer. An example 
may be a volunteer that has shown signs of leadership and has been purposefully transitioned from a 
volunteer role into a paid staff role within the organization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


